
The Long Dedication … 
For Elsie & Fischer, the best children ever 
For Anna & Frank who’ve read everything 

For John, so kind & always caring for others 
For Eva and Saskia, you are Skye & Minnow 

In memory of lovely Luke, a true Time Wizard 
And Mo, Evie and Otis, Time Wizards for sure 

And Kate B, who believed in fairies and still does 
Also Ed, the most wild and wonderful Time Wizard 

For Myra & Atticus … Time Wizards extraordinaire 
For Ollie, Joey, Alby, Imani and Tamu, who know magic 

For Liam G, every bit as wild, fierce and wonderful as Migal 
And Liam E, a Time Wizard, skilled at playing the Time Game 
For Emily, Jessica, Michael, Julian, & Masyn who know magic 

For Rosie and Jeremy who both know the effects of the Time Virus 
For Mitchell, Angel & Skye, may you fly everywhere you need to be 

For Andrew, the skilled slayer of behaviours unbecoming and corrupt 
For Ann W, Alison, Dewayne & Michelle who know about broken hearts 
Especially for Bumble who knows about the timeless magic of teddy bears 

For dear Harmony, Courtney, Sophie, Yannick, Claire Bear, Cass, Winnie,  
Emily, Jadei, Cierra, Rachel, Bek, Daniel, Ali Bear, Nyna, Narelle, Alarah,  

Darryn & the Coming Together To Prevent Youth Suicide (CTTPYS) family 
For the amazingly courageous Ballarat survivors who sought justice in Rome, 
the brave and fierce Parragirls whose lives were devastated by heartless people 

& all the heroic children around Australia who’ve survived child abuse 
For the lonely children inside so many people around the globe 

For each one of the hurt selves in everyone, everywhere 
For dear Bob who did not accept the doctrine of hell 

For all those who have lost their favourite ones 
For Stella who inspired me to have children 

This book is for you, and our hope  
is that after reading it, 

your heart will feel  
somehow more  

whole 
❤ 

This book is also for my dad, Les, who foresaw it in a dream, 
and for Shirley, my mother, and one of the kindest people I know 

And, for Helen and Brian, dear friends in the hardest of times 
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For reading all those early drafts and for being so kind about them, thanks go to: Elsie, 
Fischer, Anna W, Frank W, Emily C, Hannah, Alice, and so many others. Thank you 
also to Eleanor, Jeannie and Belinda for reading later drafts. 
 
To Brendan, for reading so many early drafts, and for providing kind and intelligent 
feedback. Thanks to Kate C for all her encouragement, and for finding many logical 
flaws and typos. A big thank you to Stephen A for finding further glitches in the logic, 
and for his considered and careful editing. Many thanks also to Brenda for picking up 
logical flaws and typos, and for asking so many wonderful questions which sparked new 
ideas. 
 
To Patti Smith for pointing to a crowd in which I was standing and shouting, ‘USE 
YOUR VOICE’; Brian and Varuni for inviting me to be their resident poet in the 
wonderful Chado – the Way of Tea; Silas for painting ‘Ant with Human Brain’ (who is 
Mona to me – the little house ant who ventures outside on grand adventures); and to 
Jemima for the octopus brooch when I was pregnant with ink J 
 
To Rosie CC for brilliant proofing, thank you. To Stella B, Harvey, Jayne, Jessica, 
Fiona, Emily W, Noels, Brad, Isabelle, Hugo, Edith, Michael, Julian, Masyn, and Ivan, 
for listening to the nearly final version and helping me to find and fix the flaws. To 
Michael J especially, for his excellent editing and great ideas.  
 
To Michelle, Bec and Laura for reading one of the many ‘pen-penultimate’ versions and 
for giving me encouragement.  
 
To Oliver, Liam, Maddie, Miles, Rosie P, Lilli, Tyson and Amber for your kind reviews 
and feedback. Thanks also to Ashmita, Hekmat, Josephine, Kelly, Lilly, and Teeka for 
your kindness. 
 
To Alison, Dewayne and Sheldon for believing in me. 
 
To the Butterley family for sharing with me Kate’s belief in fairies, and her love of pink 
and orange ❤ 
 
I’m very grateful to Sid and Avril for telling me that the book was NOT finished when 
they read the first published version. And, to Avril for suggesting that I use the first 
person, and differing points of view. 
 
Thanks also go to Elsie, Tom, Fischer, Sarah, Shirley, Les (who’s most definitely in 
Heaven), Ella, Frank, Rosa, Carmen, Steven, Lisa, Dannielle, Helen, Brian, Alison, 
Simon, David, Maria, Elizabeth, Emily H, Belinda, Kate H, Dawn, Gary, Ann W, Rosie 
CC, Flick, Campese, Jeremy, Vanessa, Jim, Peta, Eva, Stephen E, Mary E, Miriana, 
Mark, Rob F, Meg, Karen R, Kate K, Fran, Renee, John, Kim, Michael J, Walsa, Jacqui, 
Greg, Jenni, Jonathan, Sarah M (C), Kate P (W), Anna O, Robyn, Anna, Stephen A, 
Keith, Avril, Xen, Ian, Annaliese, Phil, Trevor, Ben, Jenni, Paul, Debbie, Heidi, Laura, 



Katie, James, Jozie, Penny, Sophie, and Edith for encouragement in many guises, 
especially about my writing. To the Churchill girls and the Johnston boys who inspired 
the best in the characters.  
 
To Michael P for helping me to better understand human nature. To Janeil, Janice, 
Maggie V, Peter C, Rob S, Ron C, and Jeanette R for helping me to better understand 
me. To Deb and Gerard for caring deeply for Liam, one of the many people for whom I 
wrote this story. To Bob, for the doctrine of No Hell. To Zoe for lending us the most 
fabulously, inspirational accommodation where I solved some plot issues in the most 
superb of ways.  
 
To Annaliese, for knowing about having parties to celebrate the launch of a book, and 
the end of the long, hard haul to make one; and to Mary B for catching the final flaws. 
 
Thanks also go to my dear friends on the CTTPYS Facebook page who’ve encouraged 
me so much with my creativity. Special thanks to Harmony, Bek K, Courtney R, Claire 
B, Narelle, Alarah, Ali B, Yannick, Winnie, Emily, Daniel, Jadei, and Sophie.  
 
Thanks go to the principals, teachers and students at Glenorchy Primary, Campbell 
Street Primary, Snug Primary, and Montrose Bay High School for their kindness in 
listening to The Time Virus and for providing feedback. 
 
My thanks go to: Rob Fiddyment, for the superb cover design: crease.com.au; Lily 
Coulombe, for the incredible cover illustration, and the flying fish and Dezzgûl images: 
ondinel.deviantart.com; Glenn Wheatley, for his support; Rob, Miriana, Emily and Craig 
for help with my websites; and Duncan Giblin, for his superb photography: 
stormboyphotos.com 
 
And, most of all, to Sid (and Robot and Little Dorrit), for bringing me to live in our 
lovely, old church where the air is thick with ideas, and words seem to come so very 
freely – thank you. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

And, thank you to Emily W  
for the idea of having a little flying fish  

to float occasionally in amongst the words of the story x 
 

 
 


